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How does PIX Pack Drops work?





Geologically Imagery
Layering in a spectacular way the specific land 
mass of each PIX dependent on what Tier & 
Classifications they belong to.  

Game Data 
Coordinates of where each specific PIX are 
located in on Planet IX world map. Also stores 
and shares when the land was release from the 
game and what sales/ transfers that have been 
made. 





Core Product Experiences

Marketplace
The market place is the stock exchange 
for PIX parcels users can trade with each 
other on the free market.

Challenges
Challenges are daily and weekly 
competitions that coop the best 
Pack drops  seats you cannot 
otherwise enter.

Showcases 
Curated selection of PIX 
collections. These Shows off your 
intended gameplay and where 
users have best plays for building 
a NFT PIX  Collection







Why Blockchain?
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The pursue cash generating projects

Deep Fandom
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Core Product Experiences & services

NFTS = True Ownership 
Neither Planet IX or other players 
cant take control of your 
collectables/NFTs 

Open Worlds
we believe our NFT Assets, will go 
further than our own platform. The 
community will decide where to take & 
use them. 

NFT Assets, will go
DAO
is an organization represented by 
rules encoded as a computer 
program that is transparent, 
controlled by the organization 
members and not influenced by a 
central government 

Verifiable Authenticity  
The whole internet will you know 
you own Taj Mahal



In-App Items

What is a NFT?

NFT Physical Goods

Digital

True Ownership

Verifiable Scarcity

Enduring



Engaging product, with unlimited upside on private finances

Why Should the Crowd 1 Network Care though?

New Revenue Stream

Bolstering Digital Presence



How do we win? - By not compromising on Vision

Making onboarding a friend easy and rewarding, so users don't 
have to be weird about inviting a friend

Full transparency & decentralized participation in the long run 
so users don't have to trust Planet IX 

Improving the world through Non-profit donations & investing in 
green impact projects 

Creating a collaborative environment where users can build 
co-investing collectives / companies on top of Planet IX





Pathway flow Crowd1 users

Users get 
Voucher 

directly to 
email

C1 platform 
users buy 

vouchers for 
pEUR

Plays 
Game

Redeemed Vouchers 
Callback Registrations 
data & Invoice collect

Redeems Voucher 
code  in wallet for 

pEUR

Buys  PIX Drops 
Package

Users log into 
Planet IX app

C1 platform

Planet IX plattform

Voucher generation 
through API
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